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New Committee Considers
Phys. Ed. - Athletics Split
By Helene Zuckerbrod
and
John Aneson

Definition of the role of athletics and
the relationship between the health and
physical education dept, and the athletic
program will be the goals of a committee
to be developed to investigate the alleged
separation between those two elements of
MSC.
A t th e
p re se n t
tim e , a
newly-appointed committee is working
“to establish a larger committee truly
representative of the college community,
faculty, and students,” according to Dr.
Harry H. Hoitsma, assistant professor of
health and physical education and
chairman of the infant committee. Other
committee members include Mr. William
P. Dioguardi, director of athletics; Dr.
Richard W. Tews, physical education
dept, chairman; and Dr. Hazel M. Wacker,
p ro fesso r o f health and physical
education.

Much of the controversy surrounding
recent activities of the Montclair Athletic
Commission (MAC) centers around the
hiring of Mr. Clary Anderson, former
Montclair High School football coach, as
assistant athletic director, football,
basketball, and baseball coach, and
supervisor for summer maintainence of
Sprague field.
In the past, a screening committee
under the direction of Tews appraised all
candidates. Candidates also had to have
teaching positions under the physical
education dept. As a result of the
circumstances surrounding the Anderson
affair, disagreements over the hiring of
coaches has arisen.
In order to insure the educational
values of coaching, Tews feels the hiring
of coaches should come under the
auspices of the physical education dept.
On the other hand, Dioguardi favors
hiring through the athletic dept, to
alleviate the tenure aspect of the

professor-coach situation in firing said
coaches. This change in policy has
prompted many people to believe that
the two departments have split.
In a re c e n t artic le in th e
MONTCLARION, Tews emphasized that
“while legally there is no separation
between the physical education and
athletic departments, the hiring of
Anderson as a full time coach without
(his) knowledge or consent forms an
automatic separation between the two
departments.”
According to Dr. T. Richardson, “ the
question raised is how to organize a good
physical education program and a
successful athletic program.” Adding
“that in order to have good athletics, the
program must combine the educational
value with the competitive value.”
Richardson, feels that the sustanence of
hiring coaches to do a job that includes
teach in g and coaching could be
questioned.

In regard to questions charging the
“loading” of the future committee,
Hoitsma stressed the “we can assure (that
th e c o m m itte e ) will be fairly
re p re se n ta tiv e o f all sides,” by
approaching the question as objectively as
possible, welcoming all ideas, and by
considering all organizations in regards to
membership. Final proposals will be sent
to the coordinating committee — the
main student-faculty-adm inistrative
c o m m itte e
— f o r stu d y and
recommendations following discussion in
an open forum. Final action on all
decisions will be taken by the Board of
Trustees.
“ The above approach,” according to
Richardson, “provides for a full review of
goals, organizations, and responsibility
and then the development of a plan that
will serve Montclair not only for the
moment but also will take into account
future growth and development.”
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MSC Courses Study Black World
By Roberta Kuehl
News Editor

The poetry of Senghor, the
Riot Commission Report, Swahili,
the art of Sub-Saharan Africa, the
family of Man, the drums of
Olatunji. A long-neglected study is
finally becoming a reality at
Montclair State - the study of the
Negro. Increased understanding of
and appreciation for the black’s
culture and heritage are the
objectives most often mentioned
by the faculty members presently
teaching these courses.
“A stranger comes from some
distant corner of Europe . . . he
observes carefully . . . but his
mentality is such that he cannot
always understand the rich but
complex soul of Africa."
Mrs. Jeannine Barrett, assistant
professor of English, has chosen
this quote by Thiam to illustrate
her reasons for teaching African
Myth and Literature. Through a
perusal of selected African myths
and literary selections she hopes
to enable her students to grasp the
real spirit of African culture and
civilization that existed before the
coming of the Europeans, to
explore the universality of African
motifs in literature, to understand
the complexity of what formerly
seemed simple.
The rejection of imposed
European values and the search
for identity by Africans, known as
Negritude, is another concept Mrs.
Barrett wishes to investigate. A
specialist in mythology, Mrs.
Barrett states, “This course is a

55 schools represented at this
conference, MSC was the only one
offering a course on black history.
He believes there is a “ need for
the course, since the contributions
of black Americans have not been
an integral part of existing history
courses.. . . (there is) a need to
correct the imbalance.”
“ Designed
to
develop
understanding of the black’s
struggle for equality, freedom,
and dignity,” his course is “not a
course on the role of the black
A m erican in contem porary
society," but a course “ focusing
on the contributions made by
Americans of African descent.”
Interested in black history
since grammar schools, Mrs.
D e b o ra h M oore, assistan t
professor of history, pursued
black studies on her own through
high school and college and wrote
her senior thesis at Columbia
University on the Reconstruction
Period. Presently she teaches the
Negro in American History, a
“ survey course that functions well
for those who are ignorant of this
topic, but a more in-depth
analysis is needed."
To meet this need Mrs. Moore
suggests more courses, which
would also result in smaller classes
and better discussions. She also
wonders whether a black studies
major or department is being
formed.
Believing that “ the black man's
main contribution to U.S. was his
continuous critique on American
ideals," Mrs. Moore gives her

S t a f f p h o to .

FAYE WITCHER puts a little b it o f soul into her dancing at Mrs. Em ily Waters' course on "The
Influence o f Afro-American Culture on Music."

Plummer, chairman of the fine
a rts d e p t., intends for his
students. A native of England and
recent doctoral graduate from
In d ian a University, Plummer
presents a “ not highly scholastic”
a p p r o a c h , b u t ra th e r a
m edia-involved experience in
which the students can heighten
their awareness of the art of
Sub-Saharan Africa by carving,
m ask-m aking, and, possibly,
making slides of African works.
Plummer further states, “ It is
hoped that both black and white

News Focus

BLACK STUDIES
confrontation for me through
literature with bits of the past
u n co n scio u sly rejected. For
others, it is a confrontation with a
culture, a way of thinking, which
seems so extremely different in
thought and temperament. For
all, it is a discovery of fragments
of their psychic past."
Mr. Walter Kops’, associate
professor of history, life-long
in te re st in m in o ritie s has
prompted him to teach about the
Negro in U.S. History. Prior to
World War II, Kops has been
interested in the aspirations of

Jeannine Barrett
M yth Expert.

blacks, has taught in Plainfield,
N.J. and last year attended a
conference at Duke University on
the teaching of Negro history in
college. According to Kops, of the

students “ tools with which to
evaluate contemporary problems"
and hopes they will “ use the
in fo rm a tio n fo r their own
interpretations." She describes her
course as “a historical discipline
that is not directed to present
problems, but stems from them.”
"Hamjambo, rafiki zangu!” , or
“Hello, my friends!” is Mr.
Samuel Ngari’s Swahilian greeting
to Montclair State. The language
Ngari teaches is correctly known
as Kiswahili and is composed of
60-70% African, 20-25% Arabic,
and a mixture of Portuguese,
Indian and English. By teaching
this language, which is one of the
seven international languages,
Ngari wants to give his students an
idea of the language in both its
written and spoken forms through
the use of texts and tapes. He
plans to expand the course in the
future.
T o the suggestion that
perhaps Swahili is a little-used
language, Ngari replied that is is
definitely “a living language,”
with a great demand for teachers
in the New York area. Originally
from Kenya, Ngari points out that
Zanzibar is the birthplace of
Kiswahili and the people of
Tanzania consider it their national
language. He finds that many
Africans are reacting to imposed
European tongues and are now
eager to learn Swahili.
To “ appreciate, rather than
develop an expertise” on the Arts
of Africa is what Dr. Gordon S.

students will together develop an
appreciation, one might say even
an empathy for the traditional art
of black Africa. In this respect it
is akin to the WASP who seeks to
establish his ancestors’ European
clan relationships.”
" I don't want my students to
categorize and label instead of
understanding.” In his course on
the black family Mr.
Howard
Seely aims to show his students
“only one family - Mankind.”
With a diversified background
— major training in psychology
and ph ilo so p h y and minor

Gordon Plummer
A rts o f Africa.

training in history and English,
masters in special education,
coordinator and assistant director
of Urban Education Corps at
JCSC, 15 years in construction,

two years professional consultant
to businesses and police, and
sensitivity training
Seely is
presently working on a masters in
business administration.
He intends to “get young
blacks and whites to see, by
historical and sociological means,
the social illusions under which
they operate in order to make a
better democracy.” Some of his
plans include exploding the myth
that “ the idea of a black family is
absurd,” since people believe in
absurdities and socially ostracize
blacks, and demonstrating what
“ the media has done — books,
press, ads — to perpetuate the
n o n -ex isten ce of the black
family.”
Seely feels that by pointing
these things out he will “give the
stu d en ts an honest, realistic
attitude in light of the facts.” He
also intends to explore the
relationships among slavery in
U.S., racism, and our present
prejudices, and to encourage his
s t u d e n t s to “ make valid
judgments.”
Mrs. Emily Waters teaches the
course
Influence
of
Afro-American Culture on Music
to a class that refuses to leave at
the end of the period. Recordings
of jazz, calypso, bossa nova, and
spirituals combined with live
performances by a steel drum

T his summer Mrs. Waters
attended a workshop at Indiana
University that, for her, “opened
a new interest in music as an
in tercu ltu ral discipline.” She
admits that “ I never really
appreciated jazz before this
summer. I was a halfway listener
before.”
After many years of training in
classical music, Mrs. Waters states,
“I have not forsaken my Western
training because I have begun to
appreciate other musical idioms.
Rather I would emphasize the fact
that I have widened my musical
h o rizo n s in a th o ro u g h ly
enjoyable way.
“A positive goal is to generate
th is kind of excitement in
students.”

NJEA Backs
Vote at 18
By Don Rosser

Special to the Montclarion
TRENTON - Proud of their
p r o d u c t s , N ew J e r s e y ’s
p u b lic-sch o o l teachers have
organizationally gone on record in
favor of giving the vote to 18, 19
and 20-year-olds.
“Most teachers feel that our
y o u th fully understand the
American political process by the
time they have finished high
school,” says Lewis R. Applegate,
director of public relations for the
New Jersey Education Assn.
“Our 18-year-olds are as ready
to vote as our 21-year-olds. If the
minimum voting age remains 21,
they needlessly have to wait three
years to put classroom theory into
practice.”
The premise that a person
becomes an adult at age 21 is
based on medieval warfare, the
NJEA reports. The ancient
English considered 21 the age
when a man became strong and
experienced enough to bear the
weight of armor in battle.
“If we are going to base
adulthood on the age of battle,”
Applegate says, “we should use
today’s American draft age, not
Old England’s minimum age for
Walter Kops
Knighthood.”
Black History.
The federal constitution lets
band, Faye Witcher, an MSC each state set its own minimum
student who demonstrated an voting age. Two states have
African dance, and slides, films, already lowered voting age to 18.
and lectures engage the responsive Georgia made the change in 1943,
students in her class.
Kentucky in 1955,
.........i
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Urban Study Starts
By Barbara Jean Minor
Staff Reporter

In an attempt to establish
better communications among
different groups on campus, in the
community and industries, an
Urban Awareness Workshop was
recently organized by the MSC
Urban Institute. It held its first
meetings on the evenings of Oct.
10 and 11 in College Hall.
Mr. Jam es H arris, MSC
academic counselor, stated that
the Urban Awareness Workshop
“will help clarify the college’s role
in urban programs, by promoting
an open arena of discussions
a m o n g f a c u lty , s tu d e n ts ,
c o m m u n ity and in d u stria l
r e p r e s e n ta tiv e s .” He also
commented that he expects the
program to be very successful
because “people are showing an
interest in it.”
Harris, a 1968 graduate of MSC
who worked last year with the

Jim Harris
Aware.

Urban Institute, was asked to
re c ru it participants for the
w o rk sh o p . E xplaining the
significance of the new program,
he said. “The college can no
longer live in a vacuum,
surrounded by urban groups.” He
added that he believes “better
communication” can be achieved
at the workshop meetings, where
participants form several groups,
choose topics which are of
particuliar interest to them, and
are given a chance to express
themselves and their ideas.
Harris also explained that
professional leaders guide the
discussions within the groups.
Student assistants also help direct
th e d is c u ssio n s, bu t the
participants decide on the subjects
to be discussed. Harris stated that
some of the topics which should
aid communication include "the
pros and cons of urban studies,
the presence of blacks on campus,
and how the college can respond
to the needs of both urban and
non-urban students.”
When asked if he felt that the
Urban Awareness Workshop will
be successful in accomplishing its
aims, Harris replied that the first
m eetings show ed this. He
explained that there was a
“crowded situation” at these
meetings, indicating a real interest
in the program.
He said that because the
workshop
p r o v i d e s an
opportunity for all people on
campus and in the community to
share their feelings and opinions,
the program should prove quite
valuable
in p r o m o t i n g
com m unication
and
understanding among all groups.
He fees that this will greatly
benefit the college.
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S ta ff p h o t o b y M o r e y A n te b i.

SHARP "S " AH EAD : As one enters the nether regions o f the campus one thinks o f the days when the
parking garage w ill p ut the "S " o ut o f business.

M all Petition Underway
By Patricia M. Romanish
Staff Reporter

Chains still block the road in
front of Life Hall, currently
known as the pedestrian mall,
while petitions calling for the
reopening of the road still
circulate.
The eight copies of a petition
originated by senior chemistry
m ajor Ward Nelson warn
c o m m u te rs th at the two
remaining entrances to parking
areas- will be either “ impassable
during bad weather or will remain
inadequate.”

The commuters' only access to
the parking lots now is either by a
road past the gym to the rear of
the library and Mallory hall or
through the freshman parking lot
and up a steeply inclined “s”
curved road.

“Unless the mall road is
opened. ” Nelson said, “these
access roads will be even more
conjested than at present and will
be extremely hazardous under icy
condition.”
H a v in g o rig in a te d and
circulated the petitions. Nelson

also hopes to collect them and
submit the lists to Mr. Vincent B.
C alab rese, vice-president of
business and financial set vices at
MSC. However, Nelson expressed
d isappointm ent that, “many
commuters who I know are
dissatisfied with the barricade will
not sign the petition. He added,
“They just don’t want to get
involved.”
In spite of the slow movement
of the petitions, Nelson said, “ I
hope to see the mall opened to
commuters before the snow falls.”

GRAND OPENING SA LE
HAIR TREK INE.
415 BLOOMFIELD AYE
MONTCLAIR NEW JERSEY
07042 Tel. 744 4747

r
The season's newest and most exciting item
from
Hair Trek Ine.
The KANEKION WIG retails for * 2 4 95
NOW on SALE for *1 4 95
lit either straight or eurley styles
also a complete line of fOOH hairgoods
Introducing the TREKTIQIII
Featuring exciting Boutique items
for the todays world

Complete styling and servicing
on all hair goods — same day service.
10% student discounts
on human hair items.
Free parking in rear.
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Serving the College
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M IR IA M T A U B
D A V ID M. L E V IN E
M ARI-JO M A R R A

EDITO R IN-CHIEF
M ANAG ING EDITO R
BUSINESS M ANAG ER

The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the
editor-in-chief and managing editor unless otherwise signed.

I t’s Cahill f o r G overnor
Wi t h
t o d a y ’s e d itio n o f the
MONTCLARION. we break a long-standing
policy of keeping mum about endorsing
political candidates.
It is our view that when candidates make
statements regarding our interests, we
cannot be content to sit on the sidelines just
to watch the game go on. Therefore, we feel
compeled to register a few remarks about
the current gubernatorial stakes.
Generally, the
campaign for Jersey
Governor has been
based
on
t he
personal lives of the
tw o
k ey
m en
running for office,
r a t h e r

than

concentrating on
basic issues. Both
Democrat Robert B.
Meyner
and
Republican William T. Cahill have been
issuing low-keyed, lukewarm position papers
regarding today’s main issues: education,
urban aid, statewide crime, ad infinitum.
Both, however, squawk about sources of
personal income, campaign expenses and
other trivia.
These types of diversionary tactics are
certainly resentful. But at the same time
candidate Cahill has been taking a sensible
approach to the situation. The GOP
contender has opened his private and

business records to public examination,
while former Gov. Meyner has kept the lid
sealed on what he calls his “private
business.”
Me y n e r ,
whi l e
a capable
establishment-oriented former governor, is a
relic of a bygone political era. His enemies
and errors were made in the 1950s. And
even
the
D e m o c r a t i c - c o n t rol l ed
boss-machine of Hudson county has turned
against him. Significantly, the former
governor, in our opinion, is illprepared to
govern this state in the 1970s.
On the other hand, Cahill has recognized
many of the important state problems, and
he plans to do something about them.
Cahill called existing higher education
conditions an “outrage,” and said a
thorough reorganization was mandatory.
He has called for a complete overhaul
the state’s draft board system because of
“ discriminatory conditions.” The GOP
contender said the black population of New
Jersey is 8.5%, yet there are no black
members of the state’s 176 draft boards.
He is supporting low-income housing in
urban areas; broadened technical planning
on the urban level to attract more industry;
and wider planning assistance to counties
and municipalities.
Finally. Cahill has recommended that
policemen receive training in constitutional
law, sociology and neighborhood relations.
We think William T. Cahill should be the
next governor of New Jersey.

is

no

doubt

that

today’s

18-year-old is acutely aware of the political,
social and economic crises affecting New
Jersey. Especially, today, with the great
effect that mass media has on elections and
politics, and the exposure to mass media
that today’s young people have had. the
18-through-21 age group is more greatly

Berlin Wall, Cuba
And
Fair Lady ’
“Wc happen to live in the most
dangerous time in the history of
the human race” was President
John F. Kennedy’s comment
concerning the danger of war in
1961. And he had good reasons
for making such a statement the
construction of the Berlin Wall,
death of Dag Hammarskjöld as
Secretary-General of the United
Nations, breaking of diplomatic
relationships by U.S. with Premier

Roberta

C a s tro ’s Cuban government,
aggression turning from Laos to
S o u th V ietnam , controversy
surrounding nuclear weapons
disarmament, and the perpetual
power struggle between U.S. and
Soviet Union. All these occurred
in 1961 with implications still felt
today.
A nd wha t
w e re m ost
Americans doing during these
c r is e s ?
S p e n d in g m oney,
naturally. Texans were enjoying
their Christmas gifts - matching
airplanes labeled “His” and
“Hers,” which cost only $200,000
a pair; people were buying player
pianos for the family rumpus
room: a drug company put on the
market a planned-parenthood pill
for dogs; women happily changed
from their pointed shoes to
C h ristia n Dior's snub-nosed,
square-toed shoes: people floated
in
t h e i r p o o l s in th e
“ Floater-Loafer,” a lounge chair
made of expanded polystyrene; a
mass movement of campers
returned to the “wilderness”
complete with running water,
p lu m b in g , co ck tail lounges,
involved in campaigns and other political automatic laundries, television,
fields than his parents were in their youth.
and hairdressers; the musical “My
The amount of effort that the 18-to-2l Fair Lady" broke all Broadway
group have put into obtaining the power of records by grossing $18 million,
the vote is evidence enough of their honest and broke all Hollywood records
desire to take a part in this nation’s by snaring $5'/4 million for the
legislative process. We believe that their film rights.
Speaking of films. 1961 was
efforts should receive the support of all New
the year of the foreign film
Jersey citizens.
Italian “ La Dolce Vita,” Greek
“ Never On Sunday." French
“ H iro sh im a, Mon Amour,"
Swedish “The Virgin Spring,” to
mention a few. Most of these
pictures included dubbed English
dialogue instead of the foreign
languages in order to increase the
circulation and popularity of
fo re ig n
f i l m s . Y e t the
sophistication of themes and
cinematic techniques had little
appeal for most Americans, who
preferred such eye-fillers as "West

Vote 18
There

Irony of 1961

Side Story,” “ Exodus,” “King of
Kings," and “ El Cid.”
At this time too the censors
appeared with scissors in hand and
proclamations on lips, greatly
agitated by the increase of sordid
themes and material in American
movies. Parents and clergymen
across the nation banded together
in an attempt to “clean up” the
screen by “ tightening up"
Hollywood’s Production Code.
Witness the results of their efforts
today.
Newton N. Minow must be a
sadly frustrated man today. In
1961, while Chairman of the
F e d e r a l C o m m u n ic a tio n s
Commission, he forced himself to
sit through a full, mind-boggling
day watching t.v. Afterwards he
suggested that others try it, with
the assurance that they would
observe a “vast wasteland." In
response to his criticism, Fall
1961 did see a brief, valiant effort
to replace “violent” westerns with
inane comedies and informational
programs, but have you turned on
your set lately?
At least t.v. gave effective
coverage to news ev en ts,
p a rtic u la rly the flights of
Commander Alan B. Shepard Jr.
and Capt. Virgil I. Grissom,
America’s first spacemen, who
were televised live before and
after the flights. The flights of
Cosmonauts Gargarin and Titov
also received notice on American
t.v. with whatever film was
released by the Russians. Yet no
blacks were to be seen that year
on the “boob tube.”
Concerning civil rights - two
Negroes, first in 175 years, entered
University of Georgia under
Federal court order: Department
of Justice called on Interstate
Commerce Commission to wipe
out racial segregation on interstate
buses: 20 Freedom Riders from 6
states arrived in Jackson, Miss.,
and went to jail.
The theater dealt with the
Negro without the trite recourse
to theses or the usual inhibition of
taboos in the production of Jean
G enet's “The Blacks.” 1961
experienced its first widespread
taste of off-Broadway success
through the discovery of the
Living
Theater
and
Circle-in-the-Square that two or
three different plays could be
a lte rn a te d w eekly. As the
Broadway formula succeeded less,
the off-Broadway combination of
a more responsible and creative
theater predicted its present
popularity.
Realistically speaking, though,
1961
is p r o b a b l y
best
remembered for the fact that it is
one of the few years that can be
read upside down.

T h e M o n tc la rio n is p u b lish ed w e e k ly th ro u g h o u t th e college year,
S e p te m b e r th ro u g h M a y , b y th e B oard o f P u b lic a tio n s, M o n tc la ir S ta te
C olleg e, U p p e r M o n tc la ir, N e w Jersey 0 7 0 4 3 , 7 4 6 -9 S 0 0 e x t. 3 S 3 ,
7 1 3 - 9 0 9 1 . A d v ertis in g rates u p o n req u e s t. S u b s c rip tio n rates, $ 2 .5 0 per
sem ester; $ 3 .5 0 per y ea r. K n o w n o ffic e of p u b lic a tio n M o n tc la ir, N .J .
0 7 0 4 2 . S econd class postage paid a t M o n tc la ir, N . J. 0 7 0 4 2 .
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Circulation Manager...............................................................Coleen Delaney
Journalistic Adviser......................................................... Michael E.X. Grieco
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Nov. 4 Is ‘Judgment Day’ for Politicos

They Disagree on
The Drug Problem
By Janice Salerno

S taff Reporter

New Jersey gubernatorial hopefuls Cahill and Meyner disagree in
their approach to solving existing problems of narcotics addiction in the
slate.
Cahill believes the addicts should be confined in treatment
centers until cured. The program he would institute would be similar to
the one in New York City
a civil commitment of addicts. He says
that, until now. no one realized
the extent of the narcotics
problem; therefore, it wasn’t
provided for properly. Treatment
centers, he believes, would enable
an addict to obtain professional
help in seeking a cure from
narcotics addiction.
Cahill said the penalties for the
use of marijuana by young first
offenders should be lightened. He
said these young people should
not be saddled with a criminal
record after their first offense. He
did say, however, that he would
not favor any other changes to
lighten the laws or penalties
concerned with marijuana.
Meyner sees no reason for any
change in the law. He believes that
education about drugs can help in
the decrease of narcotic addiction.
The way to cure addicts is
another area that came under
discussion by both candidates.
Cahill believes methadone, a drug
used to cure addicts as a heroin
substitute, has proven itself. He
says it is an effective and
inexpensive way to combat drug
a d d ic tio n . He believes that
m eth ad o n e checks addiction,
which would check the crime rate;
crimes are often committed by
addicts needing money to support
their habits.
DRUG SUB STITU TIO N

Meyner prefers to give this
drug

a

further

te stin g .

Experimentation is being done on
it and he would like to see it
c o n tin u e . He questions the
efficiency of the treatment.
Meyner believes the methadone
t r e a t m e n t is sim ply the
substitution of one addictive drug
for another. He would prefer to
see a method initiated which
required total abstinence from
drugs.
Cahill said he never would have
instituted the program if he had
to make the decision. He feels
th.ere should be a greater emphasis
on i n t e l l i g e n c e
in th e
counter-narcotics field and less on
border checks. He did say the
program dramatized the fight
against marijuana.
Meyner believes the program
was established with an earnest
desire to cut down the available
supply of marijuana. He hopes it
does not hann U.S. relations with
Mexico, since that country is not
the sole source of the marijuana
supply,-------------- ................. .........

CAHILL

Cahill Charges
Dem. Neglect in
Urban Housing
NEWARK Republican
candidate William T. Cahill said
today that the crises plaguing New
Je rse y 's m ajor cities point
accusing fingers at his Democratic
opponent and the failures of
successive
Democratic
adm inistrations in the state
capital.
“ Bob M ey n er was an
accomplice to the slow kill of
New Jersey's cities and all of his
bluff and bluster today cannot
excuse his penny-pinching
neglect." Cahill charged.

. . . But Urban Aid
Is Biggest Worry
By Linda Monaco

Staff Reporter

Lack of money for urban aid is considered by the two New Jersey
candidates for governor to be the biggest problem of the cities.
In a recent article appearing in the Newark Star-Ledger. William
T. Cahill, the Republican candidate for governor, and Robert B.
Meyner. the Democratic candidate, spoke on urban problems. In the
article, both candidates agreed on
th e
need
f o r m a s s iv e
reconstruction programs.
Cahill told the Ledger that he
finds fault with the federal
government for not supplying the
cities with enough money for
urban programs. But he does feel
that President Richard M. Nixon’s
concept of urban aid is good and
will greatly help the cities once
the Vietnamese war is ended.

C IT Y PROBLEMS

C o nde m n i n g D e m o c r a t ic
failures to anticipate and solve
city problems, Cahill outlined his
own program to economically
revitalize the state's urban centers
and improve the living conditions
of their residents. He said his
statement was the first in a
number of action papers on the
problems of the cities and the
neglect of their inhabitants.
The Republican candidate for
governor put particular emphasis
on the need for major low-income
housing projects designed to
permit self-ownership.

ON PUBLIC EDUCATION

FEDERAL TROUBLES

Meyner also sees the federal
government as the cause for much
of the cities’ troubles according to
a recent article in the Newark
Evening News. He said that much
of the decay o f the cities is due to
c u t b a c k s by th e N ixon
administration. He remarked that
Nixon was cutting back on urban
renewal programs such as “Model
Cities” in favor of funds for the
Vietnam ese air and defense
projects
such as ABM.
Repu bl ¡can -maj ori ty Lcgisla (ure.
which a p p ro p ria te d $202.5
Cahill also told reporters from
million from the 1968 education
the
Ledger that many of the
bond
issu e to co n stru c t
badiy-needed college classrooms cities’ problems are due to misuse
and other facilities, to enact of federal urban renewal funds.
measures granting fiscal autonomy Most funds, according to Cahill,
to the state colleges, and to create are being used to tear down the
an educational opportunity fund cities without allowing enough
fo r p r o m i s i n g , although money for new construction. He
e d u c atio n ally disadvantaged said his plans for urban aid
students. “More must be done, of include the construction of more
course. Continued expansion of low income housing.
our state university, our state
colleges and county colleges are
Meyner told reporters from the
imperative if New Jersey is to be Star-Ledger that in order to aid
first-class in education.”
the cities he will keep the federal
Meyner holds the identical agencies aware of the threat that
view point concerning higher the decaying conditions of the
education. “ I would propose to cities have upon the country. He
ensure the expansion of the added that “New Jersey would be
community college, state college, sadly penalized in favor of rural
and university system so that no areas.”
qualified student is turned away
for lack of space. In order to
Concerning the effect that te
achieve this goal, we will have to
new federal welfare program will
utilize the available facilities of
have on New Jersey. Cahill said
New Jersey’s private colleges as
that an influx of population into
well as the public institutions.
New Jersey from other states will
And, of course, we will have to
be discouraged since the welfare
accelerate the development of
programs of the other states will
New Jersey’s two new state
have a larger allottment.
colleges.”

MEYNER

G rave Concern

By Richard De Santa

S taff Reporter

“There is no responsibility
facing the next governor of New
Jersey more grave than the field
of education.” This statement by
William T. Cahill, Republican
candidate for governor, appeared
in an article published in the
September 1969 issue of NJEA
Review. Robert E. Meyner
exhibited a similar viewpoint
when he said, “support and
development of public education
has been and will continue to be
the most important function of
state government."
Cahill claims that over the past
15 years, there has been little
long-range analysis of the state’s
needs in education, which has led
to the crisis inititating inadequate
“crash programs,” designed to
resolve only immediate problems.
He favors a complete réévaluation
of the educational system, to
e stab lish sound long range
programs and solutions to the
most pressing problems.
Meyner recalls that, during his
adm inistration, state aid to
education more than tripled. Also,
a program for aid to school
building was established, the
teachers’ pension and annuity
fund was revised to yield greater
benefits, a teacher life insurance
program was begun, and the first
minimum wage law for teachers
was established. In addition, the
community college system for
New Jersey was proposed, and the
state colleges were vastly
ex p an d ed in -the areas of
enrollment and curriculum.
In addressing the matter of
elem en tary and secondary
education, Çahill states that the
. 1968-69. Républicain. .majority-in-

the state Legislature has taken
great steps toward solving mainly
existing problems. Among the
many important measures enacted
were a S90 million emergency
school building program, $27.5
million in vocational education
bond funds, an educational
television network, an urban
education corps. Neighborhood
education centers and an incentive
program for teachers to reward
innovation.

Responding, Meyner says that
the next governor must increase
the state’s role in the financing of
elem en tary and secondary
education. “ It must be clear that
no New Jersey community can
bear by itself the rapidly
increasing costs of quality
education.” He also proposes to
increase the amount of emergency
building aid available to New
Jersey's expending suburbs and
large cities. M eyner also
encourages expansion of the
vocational education system for
those not planning to attend
college.
Cahill
applauds
t he
accomplishments of the ’68-’69

N A VA L A V IA TIO N

ON CAMPUS THIS WEEK

Wilt. Oct. 29
Thurs. Oct. 30
Eri. Oct. 31
Sat. Nov. 1
Mon. Nov. 3
Tucs. Nov. 4

C1NA tea
English Dept.
film festival
lota’s Masquerade
BOSS Steel Band
Alley Club
urban awareness
seminar
ELECTION DAY
urban awareness
seminar

f reeman cafeteria
Memorial auditorium

7-10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

OFFICER
INFO RM A TIO N

B p.m.
Life Hall cafeteria
Memorial auditorium 9 p.m.
lower lounge Life Hall 7:30 p.m.
H-10, 1 1. 7

H-10, 11, 7

7 p.m.

7 p.m.
«\

TEAM

will be on campus
Nov. 4
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GUEST REVIEW

All Hallow’s Eve commemoration
By
Raymond Paul

WHA T GOOD IS SITTING ALO NE IN YOUR ROOM?' Come to
the 'Cabaret' in Millburn. I t stars Melissa Hart as Sally Bowles;
M artin Ross as the M.C.; and John Cunningham Iw ith the book)
as the American visitor.

Theater a t Millburn
is "C a b a re t/9old chum
Review by
Maurice Moran Jr.
Drama/Arts Editor

“ W illkom m en . . . Soyez.
bienvenus.. . Welcome to Berlin.
Sit back, enjoy, enjoy . . . " and
so the audience of the Papermill
in Millburn sits back and enjoys
the fun and frolic of “Cabaret,"
th e T o n y A w ard-W inning
Broadway musical of a few
seasons back. It is a play full of
comic lines and catchy musical
tu n es. T u n es th at include
“ Perfectly Marvelous," “Why
Should I Wake Up?" and the title
song, all of which have made some
dent in the pop music charts.
Throughout the first act, one
may be convinced that the show
he is watching is nothing more
than a sexploitation epic of
pre-war Germany. There arc all
the markings: The Kit Kat Klub
Kittens, prostitution and, of
course, the ensemble of girls in
the scantiest of costumes.
20th Century

But is becomes obvious as the
curtain closes the first act that
“Cabaret" is much more than a
musical. It is a portrayal of the
universal suburbanite, who says
“ Life is a cabaret, old chum . . . "
so forget the world around you
and enjoy. It watches Nazi leader
Adolf Hitler on the rise and says:
“ Who cares if he becomes
leader?" It is watching some of
your own friends being destroyed
because they are Jews and saying
' What can happen?’ This is the
20th Century."
Melissa Hart portrays Sally
Bowles, British star of the Kit Kat
Klub, who sleeps with a different
man each week and kills the
result by abortions. After starring
in that role for two years on
Broadway, Miss Hart still gives an
honest believable performance,

with the audience turning from a
genuine love for her to a deep
hatred for her and her kind. An
A m erican visitor to Berlin,
Clifford Bradshaw, is played by
John Cunningham, also the star of
the Broadway version. Singing
“Why Should l Wake Up?,” he
soon finds the answer to his own
question when he reads part of
“Mein Kampf" and sees a friend
completely change from man to
monster when Herr Schultz (a
Jew) sings about the “ Meeskite
(ugly one).”
“Cabaret" is a stunning show
that makes one hope that people
will learn and change. But it is
theatrical history that plays do
not change people. Time magazine
points out that if this were true,
wars would have ended 3,000
years ago with “The Trojan
Women." Thus, in all probability,
the members of the audience will
continue to fill the streets of New
York with paper in honor of the
Mets, to “come hear the music
play" in face of Black Power and
Moratoriums. And it’s too bad,
really, because “Cabaret” is such a
good play.

Classified Ads
M O N T C L A IR
P U B L IC
L IB R A R Y
announces a 2 w eek suspension of
o verd u e b o o k charges on all books
re tu rn e d b e tw e e n N o v . 1 an d N o v . 1 5 .
B o o k boxes are lo ca te d a t th e m ain
b ra n c h ,
50
S.
F u lle r to n ;
Bellvue
b ra n c h , 1 8 5 B ellv u e .
M E N A N D W O M E N : A ll p rospective
students fro the firs t M S C s w im m in g
te am are in vited to the p o o l on M o n .,
N o v . 3 a nd W e d ., N o v . 5 fr o m 4 to 6
p .m ., or T n u rs ., N o v . 6 f r o m 5 to 6
p.m .
SKI C LUB
is n o w being fo r m e d .
O rg a n iza tio n a l m eetin g W e d ., N o v . 5 , 7
p.m . in A — 1 0 1 . A ll new a nd old
skiers w e lc o m e .

CONCERT CHOICE
D u e t o a c o m p le te o v e rs ig h t
(o r is i t u n d e rs ig h t? ) o f C o e d ito r
M a u ric e M o ra n , a s to r y
o f th e
J o ffr e y B a lle t w as c a rrie d la s t w e e k ,
even th o u g h i t was s ix m o n th s o ld .
W ith
m any
a p o lo g ie s
to
M r.
N ic a s tro , th e w r it e r , w e w o u ld lik e
to n o te th a t th e J o ffr e y is s t ill in
N ew
Y o rk
and
w ill
be
u n t il
m id -N o v e m b e r.
_____ ____________

CLUB will hold a special
meeting tomorrow at 4 p.m. in
M-15 to discuss winter
weekend concert choices.

The worshippers of Satan, like
other religious orders, have their
holy days and we are fast
approaching the highest of them
all. All Hallow’s Eve. In keeping
with the spirit of the holiday
season, Dolphin Books has issued
the latest edition of Marion L.
Starkey’s 1949 study of the Salem
Witch Trials, “The Devil In
Massachusetts.” Two decades have
not diminished my admiration for
the narrative skill and subtle but
tragic sense of irony with which
Miss Starkey traces the Puritan
H ysteria of 1692 from its
inception in a slave woman’s
harmless attempts to entertain
two young children with snatches
of voodoo spells and magic,
through the church’s relentless
p u rsu it and prosecution of
accused “witches,” to the final,
agonized public revulsion which
perhaps more than any other
fa c to r sapped the spiritual
authority of colonial Calvinism.
A M O DER N IN Q U IR Y

Miss Starkey’s research and her
presentation is laudably objective.

Steel drums
from Trinidad

She bills her book as “a modern
i n q u i r y ” in to th e Salem
p h en o m en a, th e “ modern”
element consisting in her attempt
to apply theories of twentieth
c e n tu ry psychology, chiefly
F re u d ia n , to an effort to
comprehend the forces which
drove the tragedy’s principal
actors, and especially the circle of
“afflicted girls.” If her arguments
are not always overwhelmingly
convincing, neither are they
insisted upon for her primary
interest lies in the innate drama of
the events themselves. Though she
occasionally seems willing to
sacrifice historical accuracy for
dramatic effect, these slips are not
frequent nor are they glaring. Nor
are they necessary, for the tragic
impact of Miss Starkey’s book is
inherent in the naked facts of the
Salem madness.
SALEM A ND SELMA

“The Devil in Massachusetts” is
the documentary of a reign of
terror resulting from an absolutist
moral view of the world and
human nature. Its importance is
incalculable for the modern reader
who can sense parallels between

"The Concept” is freedom
Review by

For those few members of the
Cynthia Lepre
Montclair State campus who
Staff Reporter
spend Tuesday afternoons in the
area of Life Hall, it was a genuine
“ It’s December . . . you're in
treat to hear tones of organs,
the
m iddle o f the ocean
flutes and french horns emitting
drowning
. . . you see a lifeboat
from Memorial Auditorium last
. . . but it’s going past you .. . it’s
week. But it was a shocking
going the other way .. . yell for
experience to find that all those
help . . . they don’t hear you . . .
instruments we “heard" were
scream . . . scream louder.”
being created by the Gay
Desperados, an all drum steel
This is “The Concept,” the
band from the isle of Trinidad.
The group is here in the United story of Daytop Village. Daytop
States after completing a tour of Village is a place where “You get
Africa in September. They are no free lunch,” you get nothing
here because of a great love for without making an investment for
the music, which none of them it. Daytop Village is a place where
can read, intensified by practice ex-drug addicts go.
which often runs five nights a
"We are here because there is
week, for as long as five hours a
night. Now. there are over 100 no refuge, finally, from ourselves.
compositions ranging in style Until a person confronts himself
from a Bach fugue or “The in the eyes and hearts of others,
W illiam T ell O verture" to he is running . . . Afraid to be
“ A q u a riu s,” o r “ Sunshine known, he can know neither
S u p e rm a n ,” all of which were himself nor any other: he will be
alone.”
performed last week.
Perhaps the biggest thrill that
one can discover concerning the TO T A L GROUP EFFO RTS
steel band is that they will make a
At the Gramercy Arts Theater,
return trip to MSC this Friday
“The
Concept” is a play presented
evening, Oct. 31.

Up in the
Review by
Russ Layne
Staff Reporter

A number of prominent jazz
musicians have embarked on an
en d eav o r that is a typical
d e v ia tio n of most jazzmen.
Hungarian-born guitarist Gabor
Szabo, vibist Gary McFarland, and
vibist Cal Tjader have started a
new record company, which calls
its e lf th e Skye Recording
Company. Since its inception in
late 1967, Skye has issued a
n u m b e r o f p o p -o rie n te d ,
technically superior recordings.
Many of the recordings leave little
im provising space for the
musicians, most of whom have

Puritanism and McCarthyism,
between Salem and Selma. It is
the chronicle of the surrender,
whether from abject fear or its
first cousin, sensible prudence, of
th e voices o f sanity and
moderation, to the forces of
e ith e r m ilita ry or militant
extremism
c o u c h e d in
pseudo-moralistic terms. It is the
sad history, not of an admirable
“children’s crusade,” but of the
incredible mischief wreaked by a
group of “afflicted children”
guided and encouraged by fanatic
adults both within and without
the establishment. Twenty years
have not dimmed the significance
of Miss Starkey’s book any more
than 277 years have dimmed the
importance of her subject.
Almost three centuries have
eroded the Satanic superstitions
of Salem into the childishly
simple threat of “trick or treat.”
On this particular Halloween, that
p h r a s e s e e m s e s p e c ia lly
appropriate.
(Mr. Paul is assistant professor
o f English at MSC, presently
lea ch in g “ Early A m erican
Literature” and “Literature and
Sociology”)

by the Daytop Theater Company.
The cast of eight consists of
ex-addicts who have been working
together to improve themselves
and the society in which they live.
Together, they have experienced
40 years of heroin addiction. As a
group, they have completed 12
drug-free years at Daytop. The
average age of the cast is 21
The play evolved as a total
group effort through rap sessions
and improvisations, recorded and
improved upon in four months of
workshop rehearsals until the
script was finally created. And so
on a bare stage the story of
Daytop Village is told. The acting
is not great and perhaps this is the
cause of a slow, almost too slow,
involvement of the audience with
the struggles and the sharing that
are Daytop. One then understands
the Daytop philosophy which asks
“Where else but in our common
ground can we find such a mirror?
Here, together, a person can
appear clearly to himself, not as
the giant of his dreams nor the
dwarf of his fears, but as a man,
part of the whole, with his share
in its purpose.”

skye” with jazz musicians
proven themselves articulate jazz
musicians on other labels.
Cal Tjader Sounds o f
Hurl liachrach SK6.
Tjader presents some very nice
arrangements of Bachrach’s tunes
a ll o f w hich have been
popularized by Dionne Warwick.
Again there is little space reserved
for taking-off but the combo of
T ja d e r. B ach rach , and big
ensemble provide good listening.
Wild Thing
Irmando Peraza SK5I).
This is a very groovy record.
Peraza, completely in the Latin
bag, has put together a good jazz
record with solid personnel. Alto

sax a p h o n ist Sadoa Watanabi
stretches out on “Soul Out,” a
Latino-funk version of “ Funky
Broadway,”
and Gar y
McFarland’s “Granny’s Samba.”
A lth o u g h n o t one of our
p ro m in e n t ja z z m usician s,
Watanabi has definitely got a lot
of good things to say. Chick
Corea, certainly one of the most
creative pianists to hit the jazz
scene, generously taps the plate in
“ Viva P e ra z a .” Trombonist
Garnett Brown is featured on
Tjader’s “A1 Bajor El Sol.”
Percussionist Paraza is finally
given some time in “Granny’s
Samba,” a samba groove that is
Fantastically fired.

Media Courses Popular with Students
By Patricia Simpson
Staff Reporter

After 24 years as a research
engineer, Mr. Bernard Kahn
member of the MSC fine arts
department, decided he needed a
change — so he switched to a
career in art.
Seeing an article in The New
York Times offering a New
Careers Program at Columbia
U n iv ersity , Kalin took the
entrance exams and was awarded
a fellowship grant. He received his
M.A. in fine arts, and recently he
became a member of the faculty
at Montclair State.
H is
most
recent creative
endeavor was a presentation on
Sept. 17 at Ridgewood High
S chool in Ridgewood. N.J.,
entitled “Art and Technology —A
Multi-Media Happening.”
Kahn set the stage with colored
lights, films, slides and props
w h i l e F ra n c e s A le n ik o ff,
avant-garde dancer, performed
“Health Notes, Skin Layers, Body
ftrts. and Spaces Between the
Spokes of the Wheel” to a

slides, dance
lights and effects
kinetic sculpture to create
h a p p e n i n g s , e v e n t s and
productions. We try to improvise
and bring together materials and
equipm ent to engage in a
multi-media art experience.”
Plans for the course include an
outdoor happening in the spring,
in which Kahn hopes to see his
students come alive to the
possibilities of various media.
Exploring these possibilities
further, a graduate course in
multi-media is also offered by the
college. Taught by Mr. Peter
B arnet, the course includes
projects in environments and light
shows.
Bernard Kahn
A rtist Who’s Happening.

reco rd ed recitation of her
daughter’s health notes.
Arrangements are being made
to bring this performance to MSC,
says Kahn.
Explaining how his theater arts
course combines technology with
art, Kahn says, “We use film,

Asked if he was unhappy with
his work as an engineer, Kahn
remarked that he just “ needed
something different.”
“I want to bring a young art to
this school,” he added. “That’s
what multi-media is. It’s a fun
thing for young people to get
involved in. We make our own
entertainment.”

are your
contact lenses
more work than
they’re worth?
If you’ re tired of using
two or more separate so
lutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It’s
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for com 
plete contact lens c a re preparing, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smooth
er and n o n -irrita tin g .
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign de
posits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antisep
tic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bot
tom of every bottle, a

Lensine exclusive fo r Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.« Caring for con
has been demonstrated tact lenses can beasconvenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the

Murine Company, Inc.
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HomeEc. Prof.
Is Richard Bullock

By Valerie Frager
Staff Reporter

The only male member of the
hom e economics department
faculty, Dick L. Bullock, is new to
Montclair State this semester.
Bullock believes that, “ the great
imbalance of the sexes in the
department is unfortunate, as it
would be in any situation where
there is an imbalance,” he said.
This is not new to him: he
formerly taught at Northern
Illinois University in the home
economics department
there he
was also the only male instructor.
Bullock is replacing David
Balderston who left Montclair
State last year. Balderston. who
taught here for five years,
developed the family life program
in home economics including such
courses as psychology of family
relations and workshop in sex
education.
Bot h
these courses are
humanities electives, open to all
students. Bullock expressed regret
that home economics courses
“often carry a Mickey Mouse
connotation.” In other words,
some students consider them an
easy way to earn two or three

credits. His job, he said, is “ to
help the student learn from the
course regardless of what his
motivation was in choosing it.”
S t u d e n t s at MSC have
impressed Bullock as “more
co n serv ativ e than expected.
Generally they are first-generation
college people from middle-class
homes and not as intellectually
aggressive as the type of student
found at Columbia, for example.”
Bullock is very pleased with
th e co lleg e, the Montclair
community, and New Jersey.
Only one thing bothers him, the
large size of his classes. “A class of
38 doesn’t function well with my
style of teaching,” he said. “ I am
almost forced to make it a
lecture-type thing, which l don’t
care for.” He prefers student
discussion and interaction in the
classroom.
As
an
instructor
of
psycho-family relations, what
does he think of the sex education
co n tro v e rsy in the nation?
“ Unbelievable!” he said. “ I don't
deny that there are some bad sex
ed. programs, but to damn the
whole for a few defective parts is
absurd.”

Seton Hall

Black Students Help
In Choosing President
By Michael Traylor
Staff Reporter

SOUTH ORANGE
Dennis
O ’Keefe, student
government
president of Seton Hall University
and Vice-President Rick Surpin
met Monday with representatives
of the Black Students League to
discuss demands of the BSL after
they disrupted a Student Senate
meeting on Oct. 13.
BSL. which represents 759i of
the black student body, has
demanded a seat on a screening
committee to select a new
u n i v e r s i t y p re sid e n t. The
committee will be composed of
three students, three faculty
members, three alumni and three
administrators.
The procedure for picking the
student delegates, according to
O’Keefe, is that they are picked
by the Student Senate from
nominations made by him. “ I
asked BSL to submit names to me
but they never did.”
BSL wants its delegate to be
insured of a seat. However,
O’Keefe said that he “will not
nominate any student who I

haven’t personally screened. 1 will
not accept any student on face
value. It is a m atter of
conscience.”
The qualifications for trustees,
as outlined by O'Keefe are: “They
must be well informed on
education with knowledge of
techniques in core curriculum:
c o n c ern e d wi t h st r uct ur al
mechanics and also have an
interest in the business angle.” He
added that “ they must also have a
know ledge o f th e campus
environment and what it could
be.”
O ’ K e e f e p l a c e s mu c h
importance on a black person
filling a seat. He stales that
“considering the area the school is
in, the college could possibly by
50% black in the future.”
O'Keefe is mainly concerned
with the second paragraph of the
demands, namely that “ there are
problems on this campus that
white students don’t concern
themselves with.” O’Keefe feels
that “at this point it would not be
wise to have the entire Student
Senate meet with the BSL.”

w h y 's a n ic e g ir l

LIKE YOU FEELING

that im proper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye
irritation and could seri
ously endanger vision.

EVERY M ONTH? THAT$ PREHISTORIC!
You're not as m ini as usual? It s only tem porary,
you know. A m onthly problem . But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "O h, I'm so fat feeling
TRH N D AR, that's who. T R E N D A R 'I.L help keep you
slim as you are all m o n th lo n g . Its m o d e rn d iu r e tic
(w ater-reducing) action controls tem porary pre-menstrual w eight gain. (T h a t can be up to 7 p o u n d s!) Start
taking TRH N D A R f to 7 days before that time. It'll help
make you look better and feel better.

TRENOARJTM AKES YOU GLAD YDUkEA GIRL1.
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Door Opens on Closed Door
Women dorm residents are now
considering a closed door policy.
A ccording to Alice Gertz,
vice-president of the dorm
c o u n c il, women of Chapin,
Freeman and Russ halls have
voted to institute this policy,
allowing men into the girl’s rooms
at specified hours.
“ It seems almost unanimous
that the girls are in favor of the
new policy," said Miss Gertz. The
policy was initiated last spring in
the men’s dorms. However, a
committee composed of the three

dorm representatives, desk girls
and other students is studying
brochures of other colleges which
have instituted this policy.
If passed, the resolution must
be presented to President Thomas
H. Richardson and coordinators
of the residence halls.
Previously, men have been
allowed in the women’s rooms
during an open house held in the
spring and fall. Last year, the
curfew was extended to 2 a.m. on
Friday and Saturday nights, and
during Homecoming ‘69, there

was an unlimited curfew. Miss
Gertz feels that “each step has
been
a step
towards
independence; the girls have
proven they can handle it.”
The questionnaire, written by
Belinda Balentine and Valerie
Penka, was circulated among the
women residents. It concerns
questions on the open door policy
about hours, dress code, and
signing-in.
Votes are still in the process of
being tallied; if it is passed, the
closed door policy will go into
effect next semester.

Committee on Committees

Participation Aids Operation
By Helene Zuckerbrod
Asst. News Editor

S ta ff p h o to .

PROGRESS THROUGH UNDERSTANDING: Communication within
our country can help to make it great outside its boundaries, is the
feeling o f Mrs. Shirley Chisholm ID -Brooklyn) in her speech
commemorating the 24th anniversary o f the United Nations. Mrs.
Chisholm was the guest o f honor a t the annual M ontclair event held
Sunday a t M ontclair High School.

Speech Therapy Clinic
Aids Local Youngsters
Jy Kathy Kayne
Staff Reporter

With the split in the speech
dept, this year into speech
pathology and audiology, and
speech and theatre arts, the
speech pathology and audiology
dept, now occupies the new wing
of Life Hall. Its speech therapy
clinic, headed by Dr. Gilbert
Leight, will now be held for those
children and students in need of
langugage, hearing, and speech
therapy.
This September a new section
o f the therapy clinic, the
communication clinic, was added.
This involves only preschoolers
aged three to five who come to
the clinic five days a week for 2'h
hours every day. There is also a
new audiom etrie suite that
contains soundproof booths and
new audiological machinery. Mr.
Jo sep h A tta n a s io , assistant
professor of speech pathology and
audiology stated: “Montclair has
one of the finest clinical facilities
on campus that one can find."
C o m m u n ic a tio n

disorders,

stuttering, cleft palate and voice
problems are just a few of the
disorders handled by both the
staff and students in the clinic.

MSC's clinic services mostly the
tow ns ar ound the college,
although children from other
areas are not excluded.
The children, aged three to IX,
arc referred to the clinic by
teachers and physicians and arc
given diagnostic evaluation by the
staff members. There is really no
fee for the therapy
only the
service charge for the application
fee for the semester.
Speech
students at MSC
participate in this clinic by
observing and assisting with a staff
member in their sophomore year.
As juniors they given langugage
and speech therapy in the clinic.
However, this policy will soon be
changed.
Attanasio pointed out that the
junior speech pathology and
audiology students are faced with
more severe speech problems in
their junior year working in the
clinic, than in their senior year
out student teaching, where the
speech problems encountered are
less severe.
By next year this policy will be
reversed. Students will student
teach in their junior year in the
high schools for a semester and
then come back to the clinic at
MSC and work with the children.

IOTA’S MASQUERADE DANCE
Fri. evening 8 p.m.

Oct. 31

Student
equality
student-faculty participation
sharing responsibilities
These,
acco rd in g to Dr. Sam son
M cD ow ell, vice-president of
instruction and chairman of the
MSC Committees on Committees,
are the purposes of that and other
school-wide committees.
“ In order to have an effective,
operating college, the college
community requires the active
p a rtic ip a tio n of all faculty
members and students in order to
gel vital cooperation,” said
McDowell.
The

Committee

on

Committees, said McDowell, is
com posed o f administrative,
faculty,
and
student
re p re se n ta tiv e s. This year’s
members include: McDowell; Mr.
Anthony R. Kuolt, associate dean

Refreshments
StagSl
Costumes Optional....................... Trophies Awarded

basis. Faculty and students
request to be placed on specific
com m ittees. Each roster of
committees, he explained, is then
presen ted for student-faculty
consultation in an executive
session of the Committee on
Committees.
“ It’s a matter of choice,"
added McDowell. “We just put it
together.”
While the various committees
cover all aspects of campus
operation and life, the Committee
on Committees chairman stressed
that they do not make policy.
Instead,
committee
recommendations are forwarded
to the Committee on Committees
at the end of the year, which, in
turn, refers them to the faculty
and administrative councils for
study. If considered feasible and
are accepted, the administration
will attempt to implement them.

‘Get Together’

Jersey City State President Installed
By Katherine Vargo
Staff Reporter

JERSEY CITY
Dr. James H.
Mullen, newly-elected president of
Jersey Ci t y St at e College,
compared the college campuses
m etaphorically to a “small
society."
In his inauguration speech,
Mullen called for the whole
college to come “ together" and
a t t e mp t to solve existing
problems. Acting administrator
since August, he was formally
installed on Oct. 8. He leels that if
the conflicts on the campuses can
be worked out by the joint efforts
of students and faculty, then
society as a whole will benefit
from one group's progress.
Amidst racial tension on the
college campuses, colleges and
universities throughout the nation
are instituting racial studies in
th e ir curriculum s. However,
Mullen said in his speech that this
is only a step in attempting to
study minority groups. In the
future, he added, he wants to
institute
courses
on
S p an ish -sp eak in g and other
minority factions. By studying the
history of other people he feels a
deeper insight will be gained into
existing differences.
Before coming to JCSC two
years ago, Mullen was the former

Life Hall cafeteria
B A N D ............................................. EVE'S GARDEN

of instruction; Dr. Hugh Allen,
professor of physics and science
e d u c a tio n ; Dr. Leonard J.
Buchner, director of psychological
services and p ro fesso r of
psychology; Dr. Earl E. Mosier,
professor of education; Kenneth
T raynor, SGA president; and Greg
Doucette, SGA vice-president.
“A committee on committees
is frequently used by universities
and colleges to fill in the
numerous committees necessary
to keep the educational enterprise
rolling,” stressed McDowell.
Though having no legislative
p o w er, the Com m ittee on
Committees chooses the chairmen
-of the various committees.
“We take great care to be
reasonably sure that a responsive
person heads (each) committee,”
he added.
Membership on all committees,
said McDowell, is on a voluntary

LEIGH'S
TYPIN G SERVICE
81 N. 18 St., E. Orange
n o ta r y p u b lic , te r m p a p e rs , theses,
r e p o r ts - - special s tu d e n t ra te s.
C a ll
M rs .
A lm a
M a r ts fie ld
6 7 8 2 9 9 3 h q m e 6 7 B -P 4 3 3 . , ,

vice-president for academic affairs
and professor of economics at
Rider College, Trenton. Earlier he
worked in the admission office at
the University of Pennyslvania.
His degrees include a B.A.,
M.B.A., and a Ph D., all from the
University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. Edward J. Meade Jr.,
chairman of the board of trustees
at JCSC, installed Mullen as the
eighth president. Mullen, at 44,
became the youngest president
since the founding of the college
in I927.
Ralph A. Dungan, chancellor
of higher education in New

Jersey, was the chief guest speaker
at the installation. In greeting
Mullen on his new office, Dungan
stressed what the duty of a college
president should be. He said “ the
college president should work
towards peace between black and
white students by not favoring
one group over the other."
P r e s i d e n t T h o m a s H.
Richardson of Montclair State
College was among the 35 college
presidents and representatives
dressed in flowing black robes
who attended the ceremony
consisting of speeches and singing
by the college choir.

‘Lox’ Shocks
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JC5C Offends Jewish Community
the article may have been “ read
into. ’
I mpl yi ng t hat m isin ter
pretation was responsible for the
repercussions the Gothic Times
has received from the staff and
readers of the Jewish Standard.
Kleinman said, “they have the
right to disagree” but “ the only
thing wrong about the article is
that it may not have been clear.”
Although
t he col l ege
publication is student-managed,
Janoff feels that “ its contents are
to be reviewed within bounds.”
Accordingly, the publisher has
spoken to Dr. James H. Mullen,
president of Jersey City State
College, who voiced objection to
the article. Janoff also stated that
the acting Dean of Students of
Jersey C ity St at e, Marco
C irin cio n e, has voiced his
disapproval of the controversial
article.
K leinm an a dmi t t e d that
faculty members have voiced
disapproval of the article, but
suggested that had the article been
labeled at satire, such strong
repercussions might not have
resulted.
The college editor further

By Celeste Fasone
Staff Reporter

A n t i-seniitism and race
prejudice were charged against
the Got hi c T im es, student
newspaper at Jersey City State
College. The charges were levied
by Morris J. Janoff. publisher of
th e J e w i s h S t a n d a r d , a
metropolitan area newspaper.
Entitled “Golda Lox and the
T hree Blacks” the story is
modeled after the Goldilocks
legend and. according to the
editor of the Gothic Tunes.
Edward Kleinman, was intended
as a “social comment.”
J anoff s objections to the
article were specifically directed
against the obscenities within the
article and what he felt was
inference to Jewish slum owners’
exploitation of black occupants.
Speaking of the charge of
anti-semitic overtones. Kleinman
co m m en ted that he “never
ex p ected that (anti-semitism)
would be picked out of it.”
He also stated. “I’m a Jew
myself’ and suggested that the
article “was taken the wrong
way.” Kleinman also implied that

slated that the language which
Janoff objected to as obscene four
letter words should not have been
cen so red , especially in the
context, in which it was used.
Kleinman remarked that, “its use
was for shock value, and it was
used in the makeup of the
stereotype.”
Kleinman insisted that the
writer of the story Peter Halgrcn,
associate editor of the Gothic
Times, intended it as a “putdown
on s t e r e o t y p e s and the
wishy-washy liberal.”
Expressing his hope that
censorship does not result from
the c o n tro v e rsy , Kleinman
believes that “a newspaper has to
be free.”
While Kleinman inferred that
opposition to the article was
excessive. Janoff stated that,
“other letters will be printed that
have come in from various
sources” in the Jewish Standard.
Janoff also suggested that the
matter be brought before til
Student Government Association
of Jersey City State College, but
Kleinman feels that the SGA will
back the student publication on
the issue.

Buildings Include Home for Commuters
full time student. By a system
o f related spaces for
classroom s, faculty and
counseling offices, study
l o u n g e s , a n d ca rre ls,
recreation and eating, clusters
of students could naturally
form and support the interest
and motivation essential to an
education. This continuum of
relationships embraces all of
the activities normal to the
student day
from active to
passive.
The Urban Collegiate Unit,
therefore, is not a center or
b u i l d i n g as such for
commuter students. It is a
way of relating facilities so
that the student’s daily life is
focused more consistently on
an enriching intermix - on
his effort to improve himself
and his company.

DETROIT (IP)
Can the
commuting student ever have a
home away from home, some
small corner of the campus that
even for a few minutes he might
call his own? A new report
p rep ared by Wayne State
University faculty and students
after a year’s research provides
some possible solutions.
The report, entitled “The
Commuting Student,” was written
by Prof. Richard E. Ward,
geology, and Theodore E. Kur/., a
consul t i ng architect. It was
financed by a 1967 grant from the
Educational
Facilities
Labor at or i es, Inc. Excerpts
r epr i nt ed in Wayne Report
follow:
A sense of community
seems to be of particular
importance to the beginning

PASS THAT TEST!
with the help of

COWLES
SCORE-HtGH
EXAM BOOKS
CHECK THIS LIST
P re p a r a tio n fo r
GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST*
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST
NATIONAL TEACHER COMMON EXAMINATIONS
MEDICAL COLLEGE
ADMISSION TEST
FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE EXAMS
DENTAL APTITUDE TEST

INSIST ON COWLES THE QUALITY STUDY GUIDES
FOR TOP TEST SCORES
• Up-to-date test material
• Best organized study guides
• Do’s and don’ts
of test taking
• Step-by-step programming
• Accurate practice tests
• Explained answers
• Self-evaluation profile
plus
COW LES G U ID E TO
G R A DU A TE SCHO OLS.
C overs m ore th a n 1,400 sch oo ls:
co sts, fa c u lty , s tu d y p ro g ra m s ,
h o u sin g , fin a n c ia l a id,
fa c ilitie s , etc.

8 V fc *x ll" • Paper • *$4.95, all others $3.95 each

See th em a t your local book store
Cowles Book Company, Inc.

A s u b s id ia r y o f c o w it s communication ! , inc

While such a set of
relationships .is appropriate to
normal student groups and
honors colleges, it is of
special advantage for the
g r o u p s of i nner city
disadvantaged students, who
require a more coherent
academic climate in order to
sustain their desire for an
education.
An intial facility to
accommodate 1000 students
is proposed. The groups
would take one-half of its
course work here and up to
o n e-h alf of the faculty
teaching in the programs
would have its offices here.
Graduate assistants could
have quarters in this facility,
addi ng p erso n ality and
providing guidance.

Glassboro’s VAC
Stages Voting
Rally Tonight
G lassboro St at e College
students who support the 18 year
old vote will stage a rally in the
GSC gymnasium at 8 p.m.
tonight.
The students, members of the
Voting Age Coalition (VAC), have
invited Gov. Richard J. Hughes,
Sen. Clifford Case (R-N.J.).
Glassboro State President Mark M.
Chamberlain and Tom Foster of
the Camden Black Economic
Conference to speak at the rally.
Ac c o r d i n g to Coal i t i on
Secretary, Kenneth Norbe, a GSC
senior, the rally is expected to
draw high school and college
students from seven south Jersey
counties.
“Your Father’s Moustache,” a
campus group will highlight the
entertainment at the rally.
GSC students have been
canvassing local communities this
week asking voters to support the
Nov. 4 voting age referendum.
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U rb a n In stitu te A id s
’6 9 - 7 0 TRY P ro g ra m
By Mary Jean Strycharz
Staff Reporter

Project TRY (Talent Research
for Youth), under the sponsorship
o f the Ur ban Institute, is
sponsoring 160 new students for
the ‘69-’70 academic year at
Montclair State an increase of 93
students over last year.
The TRY program, headed by
Mr. Curtis Jackson, provides
special compensatory education
and counseling services for
students wishing to acquire a
college education.
Unlike previous years, the TRY
program is allowing its students
more opportunities to choose
courses they wish to follow rather
t han those chosen by the
administration.
There has also been a change in
the counseling services offered to
TRY students, the counseling
s e r v i c e s have now been
incorporated into the regular
college counseling program with
special TRY advisers working with
the guidance department in order
to afford the students every

possible opportunity.
The money, not ordinarily
available to the college, but
alloted in order to finance the
educations of TRY students, is
provided by the state, under the
State Legislature Opportunity Act
ol 1968 ( t he Educational
Opportunity Grant Program). The
E OGP r e q u i r e s specificqualifications for poverty level
eligibility
Montclair State College is
unique in the fact that it is the
only college in the country
offering a program like TRY to
graduate students. At present
there are 38 graduate students on
TRY, three-quarters are black or
S p a n i s h - speaking, and
one-quarter are white.

According to Dr. George G.
King, director of the Montclair
State Urban Institute and former
head of the TRY program, future
years will bring about a growth of
the graduate program and an
extension of the special services
offered to not only TRY students
but to all students.

Princeton Exchanges
Profs. with Rutgers
By Lynn Coccio
Staff Reporter

An i nt ensi fi ed exchange
teach in g program betw een
Princeton and Rutgers universities
has been recently approved. The
exchange, which was agreed upon
by university presidents Robert
Goheen of Princeton and Mason
W. Gross of Rutgers, allows a
limitless number of professors to
teach one course at the other
school on a strictly volunteer
basis.
According to John Fenton,
P rin c e to n ’s publ i c relations
director, the program is designed
to make a more effective use of
teaching specialists within each
college. For example, if a
Princeton professor is well suited
to teaching an Afro-American
history course, he may be
"loaned” to the Rutgers history
department. There, this faculty
member will conduct classes in his
specialty for Rutgers students,

EBONITE
FASHIONS

Bridge the Generation Gap

at

Custom-made fashions
Suede and leather vests
Head bands - pouches
Incense - w ater pipes
Scented candles
Jewelry
148 Bloomfield Ave.,
Montclair, N.J.
7744948

while at the same time continuing
his Princeton duties.
According to Joselte Steinbach
Rutgers’ assistant news publicist, a
professor cannot be loaned to the
other school unless both he AND
his department come to an
exchange agreement. Such an
agreement would have to take
into consideration salary lates,
and the number of semesters
during which a faculty member
would be performing dual tasks.
Another item brought out by
Mrs. Steinbach is that in actuality,
the Princeton-Rutgers faculty
exchange has been going on for
qui t e some time. However,
through the efforts of Dean Henry
Winkler, Rutgers’ vice-provost and
dean of faculty, a new and better
mechanism was recently set up
i nvol vi ng t he l endi ng of
professors. Such a mechanism,
noted Mrs. Steinbach. enables
professors to be exchanged more
easily and efficiently, thereby
intensifying the program.

THE HOUSE OF FIGARO
S p e c i a l iz i n g
in
M en 's
H a ir s ty lin g also
L a d ie s '
Haircutting by appointment.
109 Watchung Ave.
Upper Montclair, N.J.

JUNIORS
How would you spend $2000.00?
Come help us spend it.
Thursday, October 30, 7:00 p.m.
Mallory - 258
Refreshments will be served
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Certification Problem Exists

Hockey Team Faces 4 -0 Loss
A student-run organization, the
WRA also handles such activities
as cheerleading, color guard and
twirling.
Optimistic despite their lack of
bench strength, the girls are
looking forward to a victory on
Nov. 3 against Paterson State. The
game will be played at Kimberly,
a local private girls’ school, due to
lack of facilities at the Montclair
campus. Marilyn Burk, former
halfback, will take over as goalie.

activity.”

By Patricia Simpson
Staff Reporter

Offering club as well as team

activity in a wide range of sports,
the WRA is a division of the
Montclair Athletic Commission
and is affiliated with the New
Jersey Athletic Association.
Besides field hockey, programs
in gymnastics, track and field,
mode r n dance,
basketball,
vol l eybal l , fencing, archery,
tennis, swimming, and softball are
available.

With 11 girls on the field,
“ things are kind of rough with
only 12 out for the team,” sighed
Pam Clause, left fullback on
Montclair’s varsity field hockey
team, after Friday’s loss against
undefeated Trenton State.
In a fast-moving, mostly
defensive game, Montclair held
the score to 4 —0.
"W e
we r e at
our first
disadvantage,” said Miss Clause of
the Oct. 17 game at Douglass
College,“ when we lost our goalie,
Ellen Johns, on a knee injury and
had to play the game one short.”
In that game, center forward
Barbara Crane made a solid shot
to the upper right corner of the
goal for Montclair’s only point for
a final score of 5—1.
Dr. Joan Schleede, home team
coach,
expressed
her
disappointment in the turnout
this year, not only for field
hockey, but for all women’s
sports. As a faculty adviser for the
Women's Recreation Association
(WRA) at MSC, she stated. “ I
would like the girls on campus to
know that the WRA is for them.”
S h e s t r e s s e d t hat t he
organization is “not a physical
education departmental activity,
b u t an all college women's

By Donald S. Rosser

Special to the Montclarion
State certification of teachers
or schools periodically enrages
some critics. The latest to launch
a salvo is Alvin 0. Langdon, who
runs a mail-order college from his
Columbus. Ohio, home.
Langdon’s school is called Ohio
Christian College. “For $350,”
re p o rts the Ohio Education
Association, (OEA) “it’s possible
to get a Ph.D in a matter of
weeks.”
Langdon complains:
“This
whole matter of accreditation is a
real problem. It’s an old, archaic,
outmoded system.”
Langdon formerly operated
Central Christian College, but in
1965 the State of West Virginia
refused to give his school a
license. That’s when Langdon
moved to Ohio, which has no
state certification law.
Now, however, the Ohio
Legislature is considering a bill
which would establish a state
licen sin g board for private
colleges. Any institution not
licensed by the board could not
operate in Ohio.

S ta ff p h o t o .

STUDYING THE SEPARATION between physical education and
athletics are Dr. Hazel Wacker and Dr. Harry Hoitsma. Remaining
committee members are s till to be chosen.

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Again in 1970, the World Campus Afloat
program of Chapman College and Associated
Colleges and Universities will take qualified
students, faculty and staff into the world
laboratory.
Chapman College now is accepting final
applications for the next three consecutive
semesters: Spring 1970, Fall 1970 and
Spring 1971. Preliminary applications also
may be made for all future semesters.
Fall semesters depart New York for ports
in Western Europe and the Mediterranean,
Africa and South America, ending in
Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient,
India and South Africa to New York.
For a catalog and other information,
complete and mail the coupon below.

Langdon told the OEA: “ I’m
not surprised at all to see someone
try to get me. All my life,
everything I’ve accomplished has
been done under all kinds of strife
because I made some mistakes
many years ago.

‘‘P eople always want to
emphasize the bad things — like
my prison record. That was 30
years ago, and 1 haven’t had so
much as a parking ticket since.”
Langdon’s operations caused a
stir recent l y
wh e n t he
Pennsylvania State Department of
Education refused to recognize
degrees that 12 Pennsylvania
school administrators had received

from Ohio Christian. The refusals
were based on the fact that Ohio
Christian “is not accredited by
any recognized agency,” says
OEA. Langdon threatened suit to
compel Pennsylvania to recognize
the degrees.
Ohio Christian is one of a
nat i onal chai n o f colleges
affiliated with the Calvary Grace
Christian Churches of Faith,
Langdon
c l a i ms .
Th e
■‘ i n t e r n a t i o n a l
general
superintendent” for Calvary Grace
Christian Churches of Faith, says
OEA, is Herman Keck of Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.

The only organizations which
accredit Ohio Christian College
are the National Educational
Accrediting Association and the
A sso ciatio n of Fundamental
I n s t i t u t i o n s o f R eligious
Education. The first organization,
reports OEA, is run by Langdon,
the second by Keck. The OEA
report adds, “The certificate of
accreditation from the NEAA
hanging in his front hall is signed
by 19-year-old Gene Thompson,
who lives in a boys’ home which
Langdon also runs. Thompson is
listed as registrar of Ohio
Christian College.”
A Ph.D. is not the only title
a v a i l a b l e f r om L an g d o n ’s
mail-order school. Also listed are
m a s te r’s degrees, bachelor’s
deg rees, asso ciate degrees,
honorary degrees, and a number
of theological degrees.

Upon reflection, most critics of
certification realize that what
they oppose is a particular
standard, policy, or rule —but not
the principle of state certification
over an important public service.
Generally, only critics with very
special interests oppose the
principle.

All Out for Soccer

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins ot once-buried city during
World Campus Atloat visit to Pompeii.

The s.s. Ryndam,
registered in The Netherlands, meets
International Safety Standards for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966 fire
safety requirements.
SAFETY IN FO R M A TIO N :

Anyone who attended the night soccer game at Sprague
field against Paterson State will agree that the Montclair State
College soccer team has displayed its worth of being an
integral part of the athletic department. The crowd that
turned out to view the tremendous game should be
commended on its interest and active participation.
Mr. Walter Shields should also be thanked for his
excellent announcing job. He not only served as an
announcer of the standard procedures that are expected of
this position, but also explained certain key situations which
was helpful to the spectators, most o f whom knew nothing
about the game.
1 think that the players and coaches should be
acknowledged as a highly respected group, and the athletic
department give deep thought to bringing our soccer team
back to the campus.
The future of soccer at Montclair State College is up and
coming and I sincerely hope that the team has continued
success. Let’s get out there and support them.
Linda Warner, '70,
physical education.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

M O N TC L A IR STATE COLLEGE
R E C R E A T IO N A L SW IM M ING SCHEDULE

Please send your catalog and any other material I need to have.
S C H O O L IN F O R M A T IO N

Mondays

H O M E IN F O R M A T IO N

M r.
M is s
M rs.
L a s t N am e

F irs t

In itia l

N am e o f S c h o o l
C a m p u s A d d re s s
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C ity
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Z ip

)

A re a C ode
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)

1 am in te re s te d in □ F a ll

A re a C o de
Y e a r in S c h o o l

U n til
in fo s h o u ld be s e n t to c a m p u s □ hom e
a p p ro x , d ate

A p p ro x . G PA o n 4.0 S c a le

S p rin g □

Q

19

□ 1 w o u ld lik e to ta lk to a re p re s e n ta tiv e o f W O R LD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

WRA-Club Practice

4-6 P.M. Scuba Diving
7-10 P.M
Course
Tuesdays
Recreational
4-6 P.M. Recreational
7-9 P.M.
Wednesdays WRA-Club Practice
4-6 P.M. Senior Life Saving 7-9 P.M.
Thursdays WRA-Club Practice
5-6 P.M. Recreational
7-9 P.M.
7-9 P.M.
Fridays
Recreational
4-6 P.M. Recreational
Saturdays
Recreational
1-3 P M.
Sundays
Recreational
1-4 P.M.
Note: 1. Rec rcational swimming is open to all faculty, staff and students.
Family members, children must be accompanied by an adult, may use
pool anytime during recreational swimming period.
2. Pool will not be open for recreational swimming during home
athletics and special events.
3. Anyone, syijli I6ng hair mus|* *wear
a bathing cap.
‘ A*
.«• * I M M U •* -I I
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MSC Breezes Past
By Al Shipley
Staff Reporter

The Indians of Montclair State,
behind a strong passing attack led
by quarterback Bill Kulikowski,
defeated Upsala, 2 1—0, at Viking
Field last Saturday. Montclair
posted its second shutout of the
season and boosted its won lost
record to 4 -2 .
Kulikowski, greatly aided by a
strong pass blocking offence, has
plenty of time to locate Glen
Morschauser and Roland Kaschcr,
his to p receivers. Kuli hit
Morschauser four times for 80
yards and one touchdown and
Kascher six times for 67 yards. In
all Kuli found his target on 11 of
16 passes for a total of I5l yards.
Montclair found themselves in
trouble early in the first period
Glen Morschauser
when a Ken Tec/.a punt was
Received 30- Yard Pass.
blocked and Upsala recovered the
With only minutes gone in the
ball on the Montclair 26. Four second period Montclair again
plays later, however, the powerful gained posession of the ball, this
Indian defense forced a Upsala time on their own 22 yard line.
b allc a rrie r to f umbl e and Twelve plays later Montclair
defensive halfback Al Kaplanovich crossed the goal line for their
pounced on the ball.
second score of the afternoon. It
The Indians took posession on was in this drive that Kuli began
their own seven yard line and to pass for yardage hitting
marched 93 yards in 14 plays for Kascher twice, Don Cooper once,
their first score. The big play in and Morschauser on a big 30 yard
the drive was a 45 yard end run t ouc hdown pl ay. On this
by Kulikowski which brought the par t i cul ar play the Indian
ball into Viking territory. The offensive line showed its strength
march was ended on a two yard by stopping the Upsala defense in
plunge by Morschauser.
its tracks thus giving Kuli all the

MANICIAIR5IAÍE

t i me he needed to spot
Morschauser. Later in this period
Montclair had another chance to
score but was stopped on the
Upsala one yard line.
No scoring was done in the
third quarter, although late in the
period Montclair sustained a drive
which brought them within field
goal position. Bob Brewster’s
three point attempt, however, was
wide to the right.
Montclair's final score came as
a gift when the Upsala center
snapped the ball over the head of
his punter and the Indians took
posession on the four yard line.
Two plays later Kulikowski dove
over the goal line to add six points
to the Indian score.
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, 27-0
The

Indian

offense

looked

strong, rushing for 191 yards and
passing for 151. Kuli ran for 64
yards in 12 carries. Cooper 56
yards in 14, and Morschauser 42
yards in 15 carries.

MSC
Upsala

1
7
0

1
7
0

On defense the Indians looked
just as strong, intercepting 4
Upsala passes (Bob Jensen, Joe
Kostecki, Al Kaplanovich, and
John Brunelli) and recovering a
fumble, while shutting out the
Vikings.

MSC vs. UPSALA
3
0
0

4
7
0

T
11
0
Scoring

MSC Morschauser, 2 yard run (Brewster kick)
MSC Morschauser. 30 yard pass from Kulikowski (Brewster kick)
MSC Kulikowski, I yard run (Brewster kick)

Gymnast Gail Bakker
Coaches Women’s Team
By Patricia Simpson
Staff Reporter

third for all around performance
in the 1963 Pan American Games
at Brazil.

Canadian representative in the
1964 Olympics at Tokyo, Mrs.
Gail Bakker is here at Montclair
State as a graduate assistant in the
Panzer school and coach of the
women’s gymnastic team.

A former undergraduate of
Southern Illinois University, Mrs.
Bakker came to New Jersey when
she met her husband, an
undergraduate at MSC at the time.

Using her experience as a
competitive gymnast, Mrs. Bakker
introduces the members of the
team to the techniques of her
field.

To date, no definite schedule
of team events has been decided
on, says Mrs. Bakker. She is
planning two meets and two
exhibitions which have yet to be
approved.

Stressing feminine grace at all
times, Mrs. Bakker explains that
gymnastic ability is “not so much
a matter of strength as it is
coordination and timing. The
trick is not to look muscular but
to have body control and
endurance. This is important in
competition where you are judged
on precision to the finest detail.
Keeping trim is half the battle.”
To prove her point, she has put
the whole team on a diet.

Mrs. Bakker entered the 1962
World Games in Czechoslavakia at
the tender age of 16 and placed

THE ALL NEW I
BOWLERO
Rt 46 & 3
Clifton
New Pinspotters
New Kickbacks
New Ball Returns
New Pindecks
New Masking Units

“THE COLLEGE BOWL"

OLYMPIC GYMNAST: Mrs. Gail Bakker, now a graduate assistant in the physical education dept, had
entered the 1962 games at the age o f 16. She now coaches the MSC women's gymnastic team.

She says the
girls will
concentrate on routines for the
balance beam, the horse, and the
uneven parallel bars. At present,
they are restoring their muscles
with isometric exercises.

The petite athlete calls herself
a “tough coach” and marvels at
the keen interest shown by the
team.
“ T h e s e girls are very
enthusiastic and I think its great. I
have no incentives to offer them
in the way of scholarships or
awards, but they come here and
devote much of their time in
practice. Surprisingly enough,
most of them are not phys. ed.
majors,” she comments.
"Anyone with some previous
experience on a piece is welcome
to come to practice,” offers Mrs.
Bakker. For those concerned with
developing their skill but not
interested in competing with
other schools, she suggests the
gymnastic club, which meets
twice a week under the direction
of Mrs. Virginia Crossman.

We’d really like

to belt you one.

One belt is the lightly
shaped Norfolk,
in English corduroy lined
with wool. Or In wool
twills lined with Orion*
pile. 36 to 46. $37.50

The other belt is the
bush coat, also shaped,
in pure wool plaids, or pure
wool twills, with two bellows
and two muff pockets. S,M,L,XL.
Unlined $25. Orion piled-lined $35.
P.S. The belt detaches for those who’d
rather not be belted constantly.

FROST AND SONS
MONTCLAIR

O LYMPIC SPORT SHOP
UPPER M O N TC LAIR

•0UP0NT REGISTERED TM FOR ITS ACRYLIC FUER

Now Sporting 9-0 Record

Defense Leads Soccer

Harriers Place Top 3
Runners in Quad M eet
Freshmen Phil O’Connell and
John Schwarz also finished in the
MSC top five.
The Montclair State College
On Saturday, the Montclair
cross-country team just completed won the overall honors in a
a very successful week of running, quadrangular meet against Jersey
in this season’s campaign. The City State College, St. Peter's, and
harriers won a 3000 meter, City College of New York.
three-man AAU cross-country
MSC placed its first three
race, and they also won four runners as one, two and three.
regular season meets.
Mizzone ran very well, and had a
Sophomore Vic Mizzone has very commanding lead over the
been leading the team so far, by rest of the field. McGrath finished
finishing first in all of last week's second and Rodgers finished
races.
third. Joe Freeman and Phil
MSC won the 3000 meter, O ’C o n n ell,
bot h freshm en,
three-man AAU race last week by finished up as the MSC fourth and
placing runners first, second and fifth men.
sixth. Kevin McGrath and Dale
Montclair beat St. Peter's by a
Rodgers came in second and sixth score of 22-34, and they beat
respectively, with Vic Mizzone CCNY by a score of 25-35. Jersey
w inning o u t over all his City State was shut-out by the
competitors.
MSC harriers by the score of
L ast Wed., Oct. 22, the 15-50.
Montclair State harriers ran a
D r. Ge o r g e Hor n, the
home cross-country meet against cross-country coach, commented
Monmouth College. Montclair that “ the team has rounded into
won by a score of 23-35.
good shape, and they should run
Vic Mizzone, Dale Rodgers, well in the big meets.
and Kevin McGrath all finished in
The varsity cross-country team
a three way tie for first place. now has a record of 5-6.
By Paul Kowalczyk
Sports Editor

The Monclair State College
soccer team, rated eighth of the
top 10 soccer teams in the nation,
extended its winning streak to
nine games. The varsity booters
are now sporting a 9-0 record.
During the past week, the
soccer team defeated Newark
State College by a score of 4-0,
and they defeated Monmouth
College by a score of 6-0. Kevin
Kearns, John Lukin, and John
Smi t h provided MSC’s main
scoring output.
The game against Newark State
College, now 3-5, proved to be a
very interesting game, due to the
fact that a 20 MPH wind was
blowing throughout most of the
game.
J ohn Luki n, a powerful
sophomore forward, started off
the scoring for Montclair, when at
7:00 of the second period, he put
a shot past the NSC goalie. Klaus
Nemetz, an Austrian exchange
student, assisted on Lukin’s goal.
MSC's next two goals, both
scored by sophomore Kevin
Kearns, came within 22 seconds
of each other. Kearns’ first goal,
at 14:08 of the second period, was
scored after he had taken a
cornerkick from Arvi Saar. The
next goal that Kearns scored was
on an 18 yard head shot that
came just 22 seconds after his first
goal.
The Montclair scoring attack
was stopped by the Newark
defense, until 8:30 into the fourth
period. At that time, Bill Kazdoba
took a pass from John Smith and
scored his 14th goal of the season.
Montclair's next soccer game
was against Monmouth College
(1-5-1). MSC won the game 6-0,
with the defensive team being the
game’s standout.
Scoring didn't begin until late
in the first period when, with just
20 seconds left, Tony DeFilippis
scored from 15 yeads out.
The next MSC goal came at
8:30 of the second period, when
John Smith scored on a head shot.
Jean Charles got the assist.
John Lukin scored next, at the
20 minute mark of the second
period. Lukin’s goal was assisted
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S ta ff p h o t o b y B o b B re w e r.

A R V I SAAR, the MSC soccer team's All-American fullback, takes
a cornerkick against Newark State last week.

by George Chapla, an MSC
fullback. Thirty seconds later,
John Millar, another fullback,
took a pass from Bill Kazdoba
and scored from about 18 yards
out.
At 13:00 of the third period,
j uni or John Smith took a
leftfooted shot from about 20
yards
out , and beat the
Monmouth College goalie.
John Lukin completed the
MSC scoring at the 16:00 minute
mark of the third period. The shot
was from close in, after Kevin
Kearns had taken the initial shot.
MSC o u ts h o t Monmouth
College by a margin of 33 to
seven, while the Montclair goalie
posted six saves.
The Montclair State College
b o o t e r s ’ defen siv e team ,
consisting of George Chapla, Arvi
Saar, John Millar, John Tkaczuk,
Kl aus Nemet z and Roman
Hanycz. have been doing an
outstanding job for the MSC
soccer team.

The defense has allowed only
six goals to be scored against
them, in the past nine games.
G oalie Ro ma n Ha nycz, a
fresh m en , has p osted five
shut-outs so far this season, while
the Montclair offensive team has
helped by scoring 45 goals in nine
games.
Arvi Saar, MSC’s All-American
fullback, leads the Montclair
d efense this season. George
Chapla, a promising sophomore
fullback, has already boosted the
MSC defense by his splendid
playing so far this season.
The Montclair State College
soccer team has received
permission to play its two
remaining home soccer games,
against C.W. Post and Adelphi, on
Sprague field.
The first game to be played on
campus is on Nov. 1, at 1 p.m.
against C.W. Post. The game
against Adelphi is to be played on
Tues., Nov. 4 at 2 p.m.

Kowalczyk.

Sports Commentary

In Rebuttal to the *
The following letter was sent to the
sports editor of the MONTCLARION, in
regard to last week’s commentary “Mets
Win in Series MisMatch.” The letter is
dated Oct. 22, and reads:
“ If y o u c a n ’t admit defeat
gracefully, then don’t bother to admit
it at all. A newspaper is supposedly
objective, but your article on the Mets
was far from this standard.
“ If you are unable to put aside
your prejudices, than let someone else
write an article which would at least
give the Mets the credit they deserve.

M e fs ’

Winning four straight games is no trick
of fate or unusual luck.

The letter began “if you can’t admit
defeat gracefully, than don’t bother to

“The Mets have a great team, with a
lot of talent, and if you aren’t big
enough to admit it, maybe you had
better find someone who is to write
for you.”

admit it at all.” The article was not meant
to admit defeat or to laud victory. It gave
credit to the Mets, the underdogs in the
World Series.

Also, I have no “prejudices” toward
the Mets, and I give them all the credit in
the world for winning the World Series
and winning four straight games. They are
a talented team. If they weren’t they
would have never been in the World
Series.

The above letter was one of many that
were sent to me as a result of last week’s
commentary on the Amazing Mets. I
would like to take apart this letter, and
try to express my views a little bit better
than 1 did in last week’s article.

“A newspaper is supposedly objective,
but your article on the Mets was far from
this standard.” As in any editorial, it is
the editor's prerogative to write what he
wants to and what he feels. No editorial
or commentary can please everyone.

I would like to say that I appreciate
the interest on the part of our readers,
and anyone who in any way objects, or
agrees, with what I say in these
commentaries, is free to write to me, in
care of the MONTCLARION.

